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CYBER RISK
Cyber crime is one of the world’s fastest growing crimes. It is frequently cited as
one of the most significant risks facing businesses worldwide. The increase in cyber
risks has resulted in many of the world’s largest enterprises falling victim to network
outages, data breaches and malicious attacks. These factors, combined with evolving
data protection laws, increasing awareness of reputational damage, and exposure to
business interruption claims have led industry leaders to seek solutions.
The McCague Borlack LLP Cyber Risk Practice Group is a key element to the strategy
our clients use to protect themselves and their businesses from all forms of cyber risk.
These clients are in every discipline and include individuals, professionals, partnerships,
small to midsized businesses, major corporations and their directors and officers,
representatives from the insurance and financial services industries, and select clientele
in the retail and hospitality industry, media and entertainment, education, the public
sector and the health care sector.
In today’s environment, cyber risks pose a very real threat to our way of life. While
we can assist our clients in minimizing exposure to cyber risks, security breaches are
inevitable. However, robust breach response policies and contingency plans, as well as
a thorough understanding of applicable laws and best practices, will help ensure that
risks are mitigated with minimal business interruption. McCague Borlack LLP welcomes
the opportunity to assist our clients in handling their cyber risks from initial threat through
to final resolution.
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Services
The cyber risk related services our Team provides includes the following:
• Advice on data and asset storage, management, security and protection;
• Risk Management advice on data sharing, retention and input management;
• Access to a broad range of third party experts including IT security, penetration and vulnerability consultants, data deidentification and “anonymization” experts, and other specialists who provide a broad range of cyber risk solutions;
• Regulatory interpretation, analysis and compliance;
• Employment Law advice on employee data collection protection policies, social media policies, and recruitment procedures;
• Reputation management advice including cyber libel and slander;
• Business interruption loss assessments, calculations and advice;
• Managing public relations including Strategic Messaging and Response Training (S.M.A.R.T.);
• Development of strategies for data breach reporting, customer notification and advice on mitigation of damages strategy;
• Post breach coaching;
• Providing a broad range of Privacy Law services including advice and assistance on compliance with privacy and access
laws, ensuring that the collection, use and disclosure of confidential information complies with privacy legislation;
• Advising on clients’ rights, obligations and recourse for security breaches;
• Responding to “access to information” requests;
• Assistance with breach notification to affected individuals, together with development of best practices for containment
and business interruption mitigation;
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CYBER RISK CONT’D
• Developing risk management and breach response policies, privacy impact assessments, and contingency plans;
• Advising on subrogation and other recovery strategies against third parties who failed to provide appropriate security/
protection;
• Providing guidance to directors, officers and/or company management regarding proper overseeing of cyber security,
identity and quantification of cyber incidents, and related disclosure obligations;
• Providing guidance to clients with respect to third party service agreements to ensure that said agreements have appropriate
technical, physical and administrative safeguards in place to ensure adequate protection of data; and
• Comprehensive coverage services including drafting and opining on the interpretation of policy wordings, exclusions and
endorsements.

Featured Publications - for a complete list, please visit our website
• Public Sharing of Private and Personal Information and Videos: Cyberbullying and the Implications for Insurers by
Michael Blinick, MB Newsletter
• No Man’s Land - Cyberbullying and the Canadian Legal Landscape by Catherine A. Korte and Anthony Gatensby, First
Presented at the Ontario Insurance Adjusters Association Seminar
• Cyber Liability by Catherine A. Korte and Laurie Murphy, First Presented at OIAA Provincial Conference
• Ontario Court of Appeal releases decision in expert evidence case by Laurie Murphy, MB Newsletter
• Eyes Wide Shut: The Best Defence is a Good Offence by Catherine A. Korte, First presented at an MB Client Seminar
• Cyber and Privacy Risks: Class Action Exposurers by Howard Borlack & Laurie Murphy, Presented at a Client Seminar
• Into the Breach: Effective Loss Control by Jesse Bellam, First presented at an MB Client Seminar
• Not Anonymous Anymore: Managing Privacy Concerns by Matthew Dugas, First presented at an MB Client Seminar
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